Why High-Tech Toys Can Be Good for the Kids in Your Life

Give your grandchildren the gift of creativity this season!

by Little Desk (Paid Content)

High-tech toys encourage creativity

Even photography and videography, once the territory of professionals, is now in the hands of today’s tech-savvy kids. Today’s cameras and phones let them capture moments like never before, allowing them to express their creativity in new ways.

They are educational!

Critical thinking and problem-solving are essential skills, but teaching them to kids in ways that hold their attention can be tricky. Tech toys are chock full of games that simulate the fun they’re used to through different winning strategies.

They promote physical activity

Playing on an arena is part of personal health and fitness at a young age is a key to long-term health. Tech toys can easily help. By providing physical activity through virtual movement, kids are rewarded for their accomplishments and encouraged to keep going as they reach new levels. Not only do they get to have fun with fitness, they’re also establishing the habit of getting active, which is key!

Keep kids entertained, learning, and active with the Tobii 2 Robot Smartwatch. The device has two built-in cameras so kids can capture photos and up to 30 minutes of video. They can also assign different avatars to their smartwatch, allowing them to customize their experience. With more than 1000 expressions, emotions, and phrases, kids can choose among the vast selection of emojis and stickers.

Tobi can play games like Hide-and-Seek with their friends or at home and turn their smartphone into a virtual friend. The perfect gift for kids ages 4 and up, the Tobii 2 Robot Smartwatch is the perfect gift for the creative kids in your life.

Order the Tobii 2 Robot Smartwatch for the creative kids in your life.